
Dear Howard, 
	 8/13/95 

In the convoluted hours I've kept formseveral years I was looking at TV news 

while havirp my first breakfant at 4 a.m. It included an item from HBO on the black 

Tuskegee .Blots of World War II. That made me thin!: of document#s that in the past fi 

could not be 4one and the'. made me wonder what you aro doing. I was also reminded of you 

on being sent a Canny pn .talogue, came yesterday, and Presume Guilty is advertised in 

it for MO US. 

The convoluted hours come from eT.perimentations to cope with sleep apnea that 

was magnified by the not unusual prostate problem. To usual medications for the sleep 

a r ri and the simple surgery that corrects it are both prohibited me. I have found that 

because I cannot avoid being up early retiring early and taking the prescribed diuretic 

other than as prescribed works well fa. me. I'm wide awake as earlY as midnight and I 

retire as early an, last evening, 5:45 p.m. 

De4 and licicelight are simply astounded at the productivity this has made 

nosoible, it and a changed formula foe my work now that I have de facto no access to 

most uf my records.-giji; Neither Lil nor I can safely use stairs. We now have his and 

her canes. 

It was the JAJU1 indecenciens of mid-1502 that suggested this new formula4 to 

me. With it I did what has only recently and with no promotional effort appeared as 

naER. AGAIN! Weth, publiehol!wisiom being what it is, the subtitle omitted from the 

-cover. Ihtg, knowin: nothing about the book without that subtitle, most stores did not 

stock it. When I learned too late they did not remake thy; cover but did include the 

subtitle, The GOnvernment Conspiracy in the JA. assassination, on the inside title 

page. I have the documentation the; did not want for an appendix. 

The publieher, copublisher, Gallen, wrrlITS me that 	have made a great 

nee Darrow and then sat on the book for tee years. I've made six efforts to get qre 

copies to send to friends and come in the *Calho miLia muntion it without response. 

6o, I cannot slid you one. Carroll Graf. They butchered Case Open, using only about 

45 	 my 2 ,  of what I wrote, but they included 	ad Tress. Without any effort to sed either 

book, eithout even any reviee copy beine sent of which ± know, I got maybe 500 letters 

from it, the most adulatory lotters.Wroe add EcKnight evaluate NZVER AGAIN! as the 4 
best yet. 

Rather than go through what Gallen/Carroll&Graf have inflicted I have not 

even told thee about the sequel to AVER AGAI2 I finishdd, in hasty rough, by last 

Thamkegivine: Waketh the Wat hman: Our Strangelovian "ilitmee agd 	JFK Assassination. 

It Awe not allege they did it. Instead it addresses motive, means and opportunity. And 

that does poant to the alitary-industrial-intelligence complex, as you may remember my 

modification of the Nieenhewer phrase. 

seqnr.n.ttl.mmastoto.-*Scm•IwanAnMitotz,ttocvaMat,r-zmA, 11,7, 	VAZAT,W,t4Vattanti*.V.PNI 



..----., 
Vith the milked limitataions after my heert operation I decided to use 1..../ 

what time remains for me to perfect the record for our history to the degree that is 

ponaible for mo.nether or net the record. will over be used, if it does not exist to 

it eannoi: be used. So I make it as I can. 

I've a maneive manuscript Inside the JFK Assassination Industry to which I 

returnttrom ti e° to tine. hbout 6e chapters now and I  do not specialize in short chapters! 
i 

I've well over 100,000 word" on Bailer's Tale, Of the JFK Assassination, and it 

is hot If-there is any interest in him. I'm awaiting the recapture from the disketteff of 

Case Open of sone of what was gutted from it to incorporate in it. I've already incor-

porated at least 10,000 •ords on my relations with Senator Russell, on what he told me 

and on the cenfirmation 1 noe have from the archive he left.Cooper also agreed with 

his, both r-crused ever to agree with Specter's bastard of the simle-bullet theory, and 

I have those records from their archives. 

bomparea with his e:::ellent JFK and Viet Name John Neeman's mistitled Oswald 

and the CIA, in which he doceinot connect them in any way, is a terribly bad book. I've 

fin'inhed a hasty bootcon it. 

And I've a few other things in the works. 

I believe that what Oliver 'tone did with cheap fiction he palmed off as truah 

is possible ijow without any fiction. If anyone cares enough about the country and sees 

what Ginglerinm is doing to it to care. Before the new Congress I have that in Waketh 

and" after it kidded a five Pa rt epilogue that is the beginning of the new Amerika. I add 
I 

clippings for someone to use in the future. 

These forecasts, as you may ret.emberifrom The Gulf of Ttnking and Tiger to Ride 

are quite visible to those with open eyes and midds. And as you may remember, without 

addressing it earlier than now K've always regarded the JFK assassination as a co4 

d'etat. The beginning of the case against the military in in NEVER AGAIN! 

We have not; accumulated, between us, 165 years. Lillslimitations began 

manifesting themselves last summer when she fell while gardening and broke a wrist. Hine 
a 

were magnifird by a strange auto accident that shook re up and did some image to my 

knees and right thidn. Nothing broken, the doctors paid no attention but the fine 
N 

sil 

physical therals -s who'd been letting me use one of their machies without charge did ett./10-  
I 	 / 

4.1.d. the damage. . hawing no doctor supporti can do nothing about it even though the 

insurer of the ckhzy driver Eessumed full responsibility. So J.'m taidng this p.t. three 

times a week now and have increased the use of three machibes to 32 minute., which the 
...--, 

physical therapists believe in all I  can safely do. It has resulted in a bit of stren4g-

thening of 'he knead and thigh. I'm a bit less inclined to fall. The sane prevenCed 

my falling except once about three months ago. But not breaking anything, when the doctor 

was finished with me I returned home to Celebrate wseth the last of the bottle of Gle1,0 



Diddich that was an xmas present. In the broken-hCp class for twenty years that was 

sometkuirw to celebrate. 

In short, for us we are doing about as well as we can expect to. With all 

I'm carrying and have been survivinr, better, I thtnk, thab I'd any reason to expect. 

Dabe has igiligq, tec)inr7 at his oniversiry having become what it has. lie 

will teach yart-time until he is i5, I think nou two years. Oa continues with fine and 

very productive work on Indians, particularly.  the Menominee tribe, and on the abuses 

by tha 4114r federal government. ffe has finished a lengthy study to be used in a 

lawsuit by them. 

licknight is almost finished a really fine book on "ing's last project, the 

one ho did not live to carry un himself, The Poor Peoples Campaign.4t is a fine and 

a different book on the FBI and dementia intelligence. 

Two spciologist friends, each a former student 	Dave's and each a dear 

friend, eto deliver a paper this week at a convention in Washington. They say 

they've drawn hea.talo_ on No/Ea AGAIN! They'll both visit after the convention and 

we look forward to that. I's not seen one of them since he was an undergraduate but 

when he learned that 'loud was giving us honorary doctorates he is among those who"' 

wanted to be there for it. One of the joys we had was the presence of those friends 

who wanted to be there. That was two years ago, at the 100th anniversary convoca
-N  
tion. 

So, btnIk to work. We hope von are well and hap }y and that in time you are 

less stingy with those cards of which then we last spoke you said you'd made a business. 

Best to you both, 
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